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1. INTRODUCTION 
Special cases of the sequential partition relations defined under (i), (ii), 
(iii) below have already been considered by Erdiis and Szekeres [l ] and 
Seidenberg [2]. In the present note some further results will be obtained 
for such relations. Systematic investigations of sequential partition relations 
are being carried out by Nelson (Open University) and Busolini (Hatfield 
Polytechnic). 
Italic capital letters denote sets, and 1 A j denotes the cardinal of A. The 
symbol {Xi : i E Zj, denotes the set {xi : i E Z} and at the same time expresses 
the fact that Xi # xj for i +,j. Other uses of binary relation symbols as 
suffices will be self-explanatory. If nothing is said to the contrary, small 
italic letters denote cardinals. Both the least infinite cardinal and the 
least infinite ordinal are denoted by w, and c+ is the least cardinal exceeding c 
The obliteration operator h has the effect of deleting from a sequence the 
term above which it is placed. Put 
[A]’ = {XC A: 1 X 1 = r). 
The ordinary partition relation 
a - (b&t 
means that whenever ( A ( = a and f is a “coloring” 
(1) 
there is i E Z and X E [A]“* such that f = i on [Xl’. If / Z 1 = n and bi = b 
for i E Z, then (1) can be written in the form a -+ (b),“. A similar notation is 
used in other cases. The logical negation of a partition relation is obtained 
by writing ft in place of -+. 
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It is known [3] that, given I, r, and the b, , where r < w, there is a least CI, 
denoted by R7(b&, , such that (1) holds. The function R’ is the Ramsey, 
fzrnction of the relation (1). Ramsey proved [4] that 
R’(w), = w for r, n xw, 
RV&, < w for r,lZl,b;<w. 
Apart from trivial cases, the exact value of RT(bi)iel for finite r, Z, bi is only 
known in some special numerical instances. In this note I define sequential 
Ramsey functions R(‘) and R(t7)). 1 shall obtain estimates and some exact 
values for RI’), the exact value of R ((p))(bi)is, for arbitrary I and finite bi , and 
the exact value of R((3))(bi)i,r for [ Z ( -= 2 and bi < w. 
Let t, r < w and ,f: [A]‘+ I. For i E I and x0 ,..., GSt E A, let the relation 
(.Gl ,a*., 4) df, il 
mean that f({xa , x,+~ ,..., x~+~-~:+) = i if 01 > 0 and a + r - 1 < t. lf 
(A, <) is an ordered set and P C A, then the relation 
Pf[f, il 
means that, if P = (x0 ,..., St)< then (2) holds. We wish to extend (2) to the 
case of infinite ordinals t. This will only be needed for r = 2. For t = w the 
relation (2) should, obviously, mean that f({x- , x~+~}) = i for OL < W. By 
contemplating reasonable definitions of (2) for t = CO f 1 one is led to the 
following definition. For an arbitrary ordinal t the relation (2) means that, 
given ordinals OL and /3 with a: < /I < t, there is an ordinal 01’ such that 
u < oi’ < /3 and f (lx,, , xg}) = i. If /3 is a successor ordinal, say p = y + 1, 
then the choice 01 = y yields the strongest condition; this is, in fact, 
m-y 7 xy+1 }) = i. It is clear that our extended definition of (2) is consistent 
with the previous definition for t < w. I now introduce three kinds of 
sequential partition relations. 
(i) For r, bi < w the relation 
a - @&‘I 
means that, if 1 A 1 = a andf: [A]’ - 1, then there is i E Zand {x0 ,..., a,,}, C A 
with 
(x0 ,.... hi) p[f, il. 
(ii) If bi is a cardinal, for i E 1, the relation 
a -+ (bJ$” 
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means that, if / A I = a and (A, <) is an ordered set, 
then there is an ordinal t, an element i of Z, and a set {x,, ,..., k,), C A with 
!tl =&and 
(iii) If Y, bj < w, the relation 
a + (bgy’ 
means that if j A 1 = a and (A, -=c) is an ordered set;fi [A]’ -+ Z, then there 
is i E Z and fx, ,..., LG~.J< 5 A with (x0 ,..., $) p[f, i]. The Ramsey functions 
corresponding to the’relations under (i)-(iii) are denoted by R(‘) and R(@)), 
respectively. Tt follows from the definitions that 
R2(b&, > R”2”(bJia, > R’2’(bi)ir, . 
2. RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let n E (1, 2,...}. Then 
R(l)(2), = n + I, 
R@‘(3), = n + 1 if n is even, 
n + 1 < R”‘(r + & < n + r 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
for r E (1, 2,...}. 
THEOREM 2. Let (A, <) be an ordered set; Z # (21; ci < w  for i E I; 
/ A I > n (i E Z)c, ; f: [Al2 + Z. Then there is i E Z such that (i) or (ii) holds, 
where: 
(i) ci < w. There is {x0 ,..., x,~}< C A with (x0 ,..., x,<) pv, i]. 
(ii) ci = w. There is x0 E A such that, for every t < w, there are elements 
x1 ,..., xt of A with (x0 ,..., xt) p[f, i]. 
THEOREM 3. Let Z # o and let ci be a cardinal for i E I. Then 
R(@“(c~+)~~~ > n ci . 
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THEOREM 4. Zf I # o and bi E (1, 2,...} for i E I, then R((2”(bi)isl = 
(ni (bi - l))+. v, in addition, j 2 ( 3 w and bi > 3 for i E I, then 
R((2)J(bi)isI = (‘JiU)+. 
THEOREM 5. If b, c E (3, 4 ,... 1, then 
R”3”(b, c) = (” 6:; “) + 1. 
Here R(‘3”(b,c) stands for R(C3)‘(b&, , where I = {0, 1); 6, = b; b, = c. 
3. REMARKS ON THEOREM 5. 
Let us introduce a class of colorings called geometrical coloriregs. The 
coloringfi [Al3 + (0, l} is geometrical if it is defined in the following way. 
We have A = {(uy , u,): v < n>, where (u, , 0,) is a point in a real euclidean 
plane in which a rectangualr coordinate system U, u has been specified. If 
D E [A13, then f(D) = 0 if and only if one can write D = {(uO , q,), (ul , v,), 
c42 3 f-73>, where u0 < zll -C u2 and (Q - z+,)/(u~ - UJ < (~7~ - v,)/(u, - Q). 
In other words, a set of three points of A has the color 0 if and only if the 
broken line determined by them along which u increases has an increasing 
gradient. In [l] it is shown that if one restricts oneself to geometrical colorings 
and if the order (A, <) involved in the definition of R(f3” is that given by an 
increasing u-coordinate, then 
RCC3”(b, c) < (” ;T, “) + 1. 
In the present note it will be shown that the opposite inequality 
R(t3”(b, c) 3 b ST; “) + 1 
( 
is established by some geometrical coloring. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
* 
(a) The relation (3) is the simplest case of the box principle. We now 
prove the left-hand inequality of (5). For integers x put 
v(X) = {x + In : t integral}, 
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and let Z = {q(x): x integral}. Thus y(x) is the residue class of the integers 
mod n which contains x, and Z is the set of all these residue classes. On I we 
have the group (I, +), where v(x) + v(y) = ~(x + y). Define the coloring 
f: [{0, I,..., n - l}]’ ---f Z by putting 
f (&I ,-.*, X,-l}) = y(xo + ... + x7-1). 
Now let {x, ,..., x,}+ C (0 ,..., n - l}. Then 
and we have f({xO ,..., x-,j) # f({xI ,..., x,}). This implies 
W)(r + l)n 3 n i 1. 
(b) We next prove the right-hand inequality of (5). Let A / = a = 
n + r and ( Z / = n. Suppose that the coloringf: [A]’ + Z establishes, in the 
obvious sense, the relation a H (r + 1):‘. Let s be the number of triples 
(P, Q, i) such that PC Q E [A]‘, 1 P 1 = Y - 1, f(Q) = i. By first choosing Q, 
then i (no choice), and finally P, one finds that s = (Z)Y. On the other hand, 
by first choosing P, then i and then Q, observing that, given P and i, there 
is at most one choice for Q, in view of the assumption on f, one finds s .<, 
(Ifl)n. Hence (,“3(a - r + 1) = s < (,ar)n, i.e., a .< n -- r - 1 =: u - 1 
which is a contradiction. This argument proves a ---z (r + l)‘,:‘, which was 
required. 
(c) We finally prove (4). Let n E (2, 4,...,). By (5) we have n + 1 < 
W’(3), . We assume that n + 1 < ZF2)(3), , and we shall deduce a 
contradiction. 
Let / A 1 = n + 1 and I Z / = n. Then there is a coloring ,f: [Al2 - Z 
with the property that the relation (x, y, z) p[f, i] is false whenever i E Z 
and (x, y, z}+ C A. We conclude that whenever {x, y, z}+ C A, thenf({x, y)) f 
f(( y, z)). Hence, given i E Z, there are at most [(n + 1)/2] = n/2 sets D E [Al2 
with f(o) = i. Therefore FZ * (n/2) > [[Al2 / = (n + l)n/2 which is the 
required contradiction. This proves Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We use an adaptation of the argument of [2]. 
Suppose there is no i E Z such that (i) or (ii) of Theorem 2 holds. Let x0 E A 
and i E I. Then there is a number ?;(xO) in 0 < qi(x,,) < ci such that: 
(iii) there are elements x1 ,..., x, of A with n = vi(xo) and (-‘co ,..., s,), 
p[f, il; and 
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(iv) the number qi(X”) is maximal with the property (iii). This is 
clearly so if ci < w, and a moment’s consideration shows that it also holds 
if ci = w. Put 
Let {x, y& CA and put i = f({x, y}). Then (yO ,..., y,)< pv, i], where 
y. = y; n = q~~( y), and yr ,..., y, are suitable elements of A. Then 
(x, Yo 3.e.y YJ< PM il 
and therefore qua > 1 + vi(y). Hence y(x) # y(y). We now obtain the 
contradiction 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let 1 Ci / = ci for i E Z, and let A be the Cartesian 
product of the sets Ci for i E Z. Then / A / = n ci . Let (I, <) be a well-order 
and (U (i E Z)Ci , <*) be any order. For {x, y>+ C A let 
f((x, y:) = mjn {i E I: x(i) + j(i)j. 
Let (A, <*) be the lexicographical order of A. This means that if (x, y}+ C A 
then x <* y if and only if 
-w(k YIN -=c * Y(f(b YN 
We then havef: [Al2 + I. Let t be an ordinal; 
Tt suffices to deduce that j t I < ci . 
Let 01 < j3 < t. We shall show that 
x,(i) < * x&). (7) 
We use induction with respect to /I. According to the definition of the 
relation (6), there is an ordinal OI’ such that 01 < cy’ < ,8 andf({x,, , xB}) = i. 
Our induction hypothesis gives 
x,(i) =g * Xb,(i). 
Using the definition off and the relation x,, <* x, we find 
x;(i) < * x0(i). 
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This implies (7). Observing that x,(i) E Ci we now deduce from (7) that 
1 t 1 = 1(x,(i): ‘v < t)l < / Ci j = ci which completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
Proof of Theorem 4. By Theorem 2, with ci = bi - I, we have 
R”a))(bi)ip, < (fl (bj - l$ 
An application of Theorem 3 yields 
R”2”(bi)iel > (fl (bi - I))+. 
If 1 I / > w and bi 3 3 for all i, then 
n (bi - 1) < ~111 < 24 = 21’ < n (bi 
Proof of Theorem 5. We have to show that 
( b+c-4\ b _ 2 ,J + (b, c)“~))> 
( “b”,“J+1 
+ (b, c)“~)). 
1). 
(8) 
(9) 
The coloring which we shall employ to prove (8) will be a geometrical 
coloring. Put 
+(b, c) = R”3”(b, c) - 1. 
If b = 3 then (8) and (9) are trivially satisfied, and there is a geometrical 
coloring which establishes (8). Now let b, c > 3 and use induction over 
b + c. 
(I) There is a geometrical coloring f: [Al3 + (0, l} which establishes 
#(b - 1, c) + (b - 1, c)“~)), and there is a geometrical coloring g: [B13 ---f 
(0, l} which establishes #(b, c - 1) + (b, c - 1)“3)). Let h be the geometrical 
coloring of A u B. Move B through a distance d parallel to the positive 
u-direction until every point of the new set B’ has a greater u-coordinate 
than every point of A. Next, move B’ through a distance d’ parallel to the 
positive u-direction. We obtain B”. We can make d’ so large that, for every 
D E [A u B”13, 
h(D) = 0 if jDnA!=2, (10) 
h(D) = 1 if jDnAl = 1. (11) 
The new set B” is again called B. I claim that the geometrical coloring h 
establishes (8). 
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Case 1. Let P E [A u Bib and 
PpP, 01. (1-3 
Then ;PnAI<b-2and [PnBlGb-I. Hence lPnBl>2and 
[PnAj>l, and there are points x, y, ZEAUB with x6PnA and 
{ y, z)+ c P n B. Then, by (11), k((x, I’, z>) = 1, which contradicts (12). 
Case 2. Let P E [A u B]” and 
Then 1 P n A 1 < c - 1 and 1 P n B 1 ,( c - 2. Hence I P n B j > 1 and 
1 P n A I 3 2, and there are points x, y, z E A u B with (x, u>+ C P n A 
and z E P n B. Then, by (lo), h({x, y, z}) = 0, which contradicts (13). 
We have shown that the geometrical coloring h establishes j A u B 1 ft 
(6, c)((~)). This means that 
$(b - 1, c> + #(b, c - 1) < $(b, c). (14) 
(II) Let a = #(b, c) and A = (0, l,..., a - 11. ‘Then there is a coloring 
{etAc+ (0, I) which establishes the relation a + (6, c)((~)). We can find 
D ,..., X,-, E [Alb-l such that X,p[f, 0] for 7 < t and (x, : Q- < t)+ , 
where x, = min X, for T < t. Choose the X, in such a way that t is maximal. 
Then we have 
a - t < $(b - 1, c), (15) 
since otherwise a - t > #(b - 1, c) + 1 = R(t3)J(b - 1, c), and we could 
define one further set X, so that the t + 1 sets X,, ,..., X, have the properties 
stated above. But this would contradict the maximality of t. Assume 
t > #(b, c - 1). (16) 
Then there is a set { y, ,..., Y~-~}< C {x0 ,..., xt-r> such that ( y, ,..., y,-,) 
p[f, 11. There is 7 < t such that .vc-:! = x, . Let X, = {zO ,..., z&-2)< . Then 
Z” - x,. 
Case 1. f({ yep3, ycw2, .4) = 0. Then ( yrw3 , zo, z1 ,..., .+J> PM 0) 
which contradicts the definition off. 
Case 2. f({ y,-, , Y~-~, 4) = 1. Then (y. ,..., Y,-2 , G)< PM 11 which 
contradicts the definition off. Hence (16) is false, and we have 
t < $(b, c - 1). (17) 
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Now (15) and (17) imply 
$w% c) = a < $(b - 1, c) + #(b, c - 1). 
From (14) and (18) and our induction hypothesis we obtain 
-t 
b+c-5 - 
b-3 + 1 i 
b+c-5 
1 ( 
= b+c-4 
b-2 1 b-2 ’
(18) 
which completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
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